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Abstract: Secondary Data Processing deals the information further by re-crawling and categories based on the
basic of structured data. It is the key researching module of Vertical Search Engines. This paper introduces an
application model of vertical search engine briefly and proposes an improved classification algorithm for the
categories to enhance the advantage of vertical search engines. The algorithm achieves the responsiveness and
the accuracy of vertical search by reducing the time complexity and accelerating the speed of classification.
This paper proved the improved algorithm has the better feasibility and robustness when it’s used in secondary
structured data processing based on vertical search engines.
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INTRODUCTION

According to the International Federation of With the
development of the Internet, search engines continue to
meet the demand of great information resources, but
cannot take into account the accuracy and responsiveness
(Jincheng and Peiliang, 2009) of information search, so
vertical search engines have emerged to meet the needs of
users at this time. But how to classify web pages and texts
in the searching process is critical. In this paper, we
propose an improved  algorithm to reach the aim of
categories.

Secondary Data Processing and Participle Module is
the key modules of the model. It is a process of structured
analysis that the mode separation of the text content on
web pages stored in the database, adjustment of data and
analysis of related links. It will deal the information
further by re-crawling and categories based on the basic
of structured data. Secondary processed information is
stored into Index Database to provide specific service for
users. Relevance Ranking Module sorts the data from
Index Database according to user requirements and sends
to the User Interface Module. So a successful search
results back to the user.

This study proposed an improved classification
algorithm to deal the structured data based on secondary
data processing in order to enhance the advantages of
vertical search engines. The algorithm achieves the
responsiveness and the accuracy of vertical search by
reducing the time complexity and accelerating the speed
of classification. This paper proved the improved
algorithm which has the better feasibility and robustness
when it’s used in secondary structured data processing
based on vertical search engines.

COMMON CLASSIFICATION ALGORITHM

The basic idea of categories algorithm: To represent the
texts that need to be classified and web pages as vectors
and calculate the similarity of vectors between web pages
and samples from the space consisted by the training
samples. Then we can obtain k pieces of nearest and most
similar texts or pages. According to the type of these web
pages to determine the category of the new ones, then
compute the seniorities of classes in the k neighbors from
the new version in turn. Assign the pages and texts to the
class with the most powerful seniority.

Texts are represented into a vector in the vector space
model (Yoshida et al., 2010), so calculating the similarity
of texts can be transformed into computing the cosine of
the angle between vectors. Assume two pages or texts di

= (wi1 ,wi2 ,…, win), di = (wi1 ,wi2 ,…, wjn), The formula of
similarity between di and dj is sim(di , dj):    
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The greater value of sim(di , dj) means the smaller
angle between di and dj . When sim(di , dj) = 1, di  and dj

are parallel or coinciding. At this time they are most
similar. If sim(di , dj) is near 0, it means vectors di   and dj

are vertical .They have the smallest value of similarity.
We can compute the seniorities of classes in the k

neighbors from the new version in turn. The formula of
seniorities is:
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is the basic characteristic quantity of newx
pages.  is the formula of similarity.  issim x di( , ) y d Ci j( , )

type property function it means if class Cj includes ,di

then = 1, else = 0.y d Ci j( , ) y d Ci j( , )

Analysis of common classification algorithm:  The
advantage (Lifang and Yang, 2009) of the traditional
algorithm is that it can make use of the correlation directly
between the two given samples, thus reducing the
influence caused by inadequate choices from
classification feature and also the error term during the
process of classification. But this algorithm compares
with every sample vector in sample space in order to find
k neighbors of sample classification, so it causes
computing times to increase and system performance
degrades.

IMPROVED ALGORITHM 

The basic idea of improved categories algorithm:
When searching k neighbors of one sample, only find
those which have overlapping words with those unsorted
pages, thus reducing the search scope and accelerating the
speed of search.   The structure of the improved algorithm
includes term arrays and their lists. Term array is the ID
of feature entry that stored in arrays undergone the feature
extraction after dividing the training texts into words.
Every entr (ti) in term arrays has its own pointer ,which
points to the list formed by all of the texts. The text list
includes two parts, such as ID and the seniorities ti in text.
After list of the text including ti is finished, sorting
decreasingly according to the value of seniorities, then
make a further optimization to narrow the search range of
classification algorithm.

Description of improved classification algorithm: Page
d ready to be sorted is expressed as text vector V(w1, w2,
… , wn), search each document list li (1#i#n) of term
ti(1#i#n) in vector V, then merge list li and remove the ID
of same texts in lists, so we can obtain the similarity
between the set of texts ID and texts in the set.

Analysis of improved classification algorithm:
Similarity is only between the improved algorithm and the
documents vectors of intersectional training texts ready to
category. So it can reduce the time complexity (Weimin
and Wu, 2008) and accelerate the speed of classification

on a certain extend. But the improved classification
algorithm is more similar with part of training samples, so
there are many certain overlaps in sample vectors. The
improved algorithm is a compromised algorithm
compared with common algorithm and has a better
practicability.

Application of improved algorithm in vertical search
engines:
Theoretical description: Secondary Data Processing and
Participle Module is a process of structured analysis that
the mode separation of the text content on web pages
stored in the database, adjustment of data (Stephen et al.,
1999) and analysis of related links (Claudio et al., 2008).
It will deal the information further by re-crawling and
categories based on the basic of structured data. This
improved classification algorithm stresses the
responsiveness and the accuracy of vertical search when
it’s used in vertical search engines model.

Experiments: This experiment designs two evaluation
indicators, precision ratio and recall ratio, for the
improved algorithm. Precision ratio (Ning et al., 2005) is
defined as the percents of texts which meet with the result
of artificial classification in all given documents (Fig. 1).
Its mathematical formula is Precision ratio = (the number
of correct classification texts/all classification texts).
Recall ratio is defined as the rate of texts which meet with
classification system in all the deserved results of artificial
classification. Its mathematical formula is Recall rate = (a
mount of correct classification texts/ deserved texts).
Precision rate and recall rate reflect the quality of
classification in two different aspects. We should balance
the two aspects. Thus there is a new evaluation indicator,
the value of F1, and its mathematical formula is F1 (Zhili
et al., 2007) = (2*precision rate*recall rate)/deserved
texts.

This experiment conducts a test of 300 web pages of
the given vertical search engine model. In the algorithm
experiment, we set the threshold (Fengjing and Yu, 2003)
k = 100 and the vectors dimension threshold V are given
different values.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

The precision and recall of improved Algorithm are
showed as Fig. 2 and 3.

It can be seen from Fig. 2 obviously, the improved
algorithm is slightly more common in precision, but when
the dimensions of vectors reached a certain value, the
accuracy decreased significantly. So in the case of certain
threshold, the vector dimension should be appropriate. We
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Fig. 1: Design of application model (Yubo et al., 2011)

Fig. 2: Compared precision of algorithm

Fig. 3: Compared recall of algorithm

can discover from Fig. 3 that recall is less affected by the
dimension of vectors and keeps balance overall, but recall
of our improved algorithm increases clearly.

CONCLUSION

This improved algorithm enhances the recall and
efficiency of categories significantly on the basis of slight

loss of precision. In the vertical search engines, improved
classification algorithm can achieve classification
function  of  the  secondary  processing  and Participle n
module. Therefore, the improved algorithm has a better
practicability for vertical search engines.
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